B-Z DNA junctions contain few, if any, nonpaired bases at physiological superhelical densities.
The reactions of bromoacetaldehyde (BAA) with recombinant plasmids that contain sequences which can adopt left-handed Z structures or, at other locations, cruciforms were studied as a function of supercoil density. The sequence in pRW756 that undergoes a supercoil induced transition from a right to left-handed helix was (dC-dG)16 and regions near the replication origin of the pBR322 vector were converted from linearforms to cruciforms. The locations of the most nonpaired structural features were mapped by S1 nuclease cleavage of the "wedged open" duplexes after linearization of the DNAs. Three cruciforms in the pBR322 portions of the plasmids were specifically detected by BAA reaction at physiological supercoil densities (sigma = -0.067). However, the B-Z junctions did not react with BAA under these conditions although the junctions were present since the (dC-dG)16 was shown to be left-handed. Thus, the B-Z junctions have less single-stranded character than the pBR322 cruciforms (3-6 nonpaired bases) and may be fully paired. At much higher superhelical densities (sigma = -0.11-0.12), the B-Z junctions as well as the cruciforms react with BAA indicating a change in the nature of the junctions. Studies were also performed with pRW777 which harbors the mouse kappa immunoglobin sequence (dT-dG)32 . (dC-dA)32 that adopts a left-handed helix under appropriate conditions; the results were similar to those found with pRW756.